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Abstract

Total wave group overtopping and maximum horizontal force responses are investigated for an idealised seawall/dike on a plane beach subject to compact focused wave attack, using both laboratory and numerical wave flumes. The wave group interactions have very short durations such that extraneous reflections from the wavemaker arrive long after the main interaction. These short test durations facilitate the use of large ensembles of tests to explore the sensitivity of overtopping and force responses to variations in focus location, phase angle at focus, and linear focus wave amplitude. The scope of the laboratory wave flume tests is broadened by accurate numerical simulation based on a 1DH hybrid Boussinesq-NLSW model.

For a given focus location and linear focused wave amplitude, variations in phase lead to an order-of-magnitude change in the group overtopping volume. Substantial increases in overtopping volume owing to the use of linear wavemaker theory (compared to second order theory) are also observed. These observations have implications for phase-independent empirical relationships derived using linear paddle signals in physical experiments. Examination of the incidence of wave groups parametrically optimised for maximum (and minimum) overtopping volumes indicates that the overtopping volume may be optimised by minimising reflections of pre-overtopping waves within the group, while maximising the amplitude of the first overtopping bore. Numerical predictions of horizontal seawall forces are obtained using fluid impulse derivatives and hydrostatic pressures obtained from the shallow water model. Within the shallow water model framework, hydrodynamic force contributions included in the fluid impulse method are observed to be small relative to the hydrostatic pressure force. The parametric dependence
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of the horizontal (non-impulsive) forces on the seawall is very similar to that of the overtopping volumes, with clear ‘bands’ of large values observed as a function of phase and focus location (for a given amplitude). This suggests that the parametric optimisation of focused wave groups is a robust method for the investigation of multiple coastal responses such as overtopping, forces and runup.
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1. Introduction

Extreme overtopping of coastal defence structures during a storm leads to coastal flood inundation which may cause significant economic damage and threaten life in vulnerable coastal communities, particularly where residents are unaware of the risks posed by overtopping (Allsop et al., 2003; Hughes and Nadal, 2009). As such, the reduction of overtopping risk is a key design requirement for seawalls and other coastal structures (Van der Meer et al., 2016; Pullen et al., 2007; Van der Meer, 1998). ‘Green water’ overtopping occurs where waves running up the face of a coastal structure exceed the crest level of the structure, such that a continuous sheet of water passes over the crest, and is the strongest contributor to overtopped volumes (Van der Meer et al., 2016; Ingram et al., 2009; Goda, 2009; Hughes and Nadal, 2009). Changes in forcing by rising sea levels and increased storminess, coupled with ageing flood protection infrastructure, imply that wave overtopping of coastal structures will increase in importance in the future (Geeraerts et al., 2007).

Design guidance for the prediction of wave overtopping is given in the EurOtop Manual on Wave Overtopping of Sea Defences and Related Structures (Pullen et al., 2007), which has recently been enhanced (Van der Meer et al., 2016). These manuals have been developed from large databases of physical model studies, numerical simulations, and available field data. The present paper discusses the results of small-scale physical experiments (with accompanying numerical simulations) on overtopping and forces exerted on an idealised seawall. Our results demonstrate the importance of the method of wave generation on overtopping measurements, and on design standards (which rely on databases of such measurements). Focused wave groups provide insight into the relationship between incident wave properties and coastal responses (such as overtopping and forces), and may provide a complementary design approach for coastal structures subject to wave loading.
Field measurements of average overtopping rates gathered at the Zeebrugge rubble-mound breakwater from 1999-2003 by Troch et al. (2004) provided a robust dataset for validation of the empirical formulae presented by van der Meer et al. (1998) and Owen (1982). Additional field data were obtained from the Rome yacht harbour rubble-mound breakwater in Ostia, Italy (Briganti et al., 2005) and Samphire Hoe, United Kingdom (Pullen et al., 2009). Significant differences in overtopping volume measured in two- and three-dimensional laboratory replication of two sets of storm observations from the Ostia site (Franco et al., 2009) were attributed to scale effects (particularly those relating to wave breaking processes). The hydrodynamics of flows overtopping dikes, and the damage caused by these flows, have been investigated in detail using an overtopping simulator (e.g. van der Meer et al., 2011). Altomare et al. (2016) demonstrate the necessity to include the effect of very shallow foreshores on the predicted average overtopping discharge over dikes; see Chen et al. (2016) for a discussion of these effects on impacts on a vertical wall constructed on a dike crest (Chen et al., 2015; Van Doorslaer et al., 2017).

The European research project CLASH (Crest Level Assessment of coastal Structures by full scale monitoring, neural network prediction and Hazard analysis on permissible wave overtopping), discussed by Geeraerts et al. (2007), included the collation of experimental results from approximately 10,000 irregular wave overtopping tests (van der Meer et al., 2009) for the purpose of deriving empirical formulae and training a neural network (NN) prediction method (see van Gent et al., 2007; Verhaeghe et al., 2008; Lykke Andersen and Burchardi, 2009; Zamittigh et al., 2016; Pillai et al., 2017).

Bruce et al. (2009) included the effect of surface roughnesses of different armour types on average overtopping discharge and wave-by-wave overtopping volumes within the database (see also Molines and Medina, 2015). Hughes and Thornton (2016) highlighted the need to account for the properties of individual overtopping waves, and obtained individual overtopping discharge as the product of flow thickness and horizontal velocity of the flow overtopping a dike (see also Hunt-Raby et al., 2011). van Damme (2016) derived distributions for overtopping wave properties based on runup parameters, arguing that these are more appropriate than empirically-derived overtopping parameters; this paper uses focused wave groups for the same reason.

Much of the numerical modelling of wave overtopping has been undertaken based on either the nonlinear shallow-water (NLSW) equations (e.g. Hubbard and Dodd, 2002; Tuan and Oumeraci, 2010; Williams et al., 2014), or a hybrid model that couples the NLSW equations with the Boussinesq equations, the latter to include the effects of dispersion (Orszaghova et al., 2012; McCabe et al., 2013; Tonelli and Petti, 2013; Orszaghova et al., 2014). Numerical studies have
also used volume of fluid (VOF) solvers to capture the complexity of overtopping and related coastal processes (Li et al., 2004; Losada et al., 2008; Reeve et al., 2008; Ingram et al., 2009; Higuera et al., 2013, 2014a,b; Jacobsen et al., 2015; Vanneste and Troch, 2015; Tofany et al., 2016; Castellino et al., 2018). Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) models are often applied to these problems for the same reason (Gomez-Gesteira et al., 2005; Dalrymple and Rogers, 2006; Akbari, 2017). Numerical modelling often requires a compromise between the desire to capture correctly the complex physics of runup processes at the coast and the need for a sufficient number of simulations to obtain robust statistical distributions of the parameters of interest (motivating studies using more computationally efficient models such as SWASH by Suzuki et al., 2017).

Wave impact forces on vertical and sloping coastal structures are highly variable, and have been studied in wave flume experiments over a range of scales. Oumeraci et al. (1993) provide a qualitative description of the wave breaking processes affecting impact forces on a caisson (Neelamani et al., 1999) also found that maximum pressures on an impermeable seawall increased with Iribarren number), and the influence of caisson geometry on these impact forces. Oumeraci et al. (2001) suggested a predictive method for quasi-static and impulsive wave loadings based on a series of tests undertaken in a large wave flume within the framework of the PROVERBS project (Allsop et al., 1996). Cuomo et al. (2010) investigated scale effects on the impulsive and quasi-static loads on a vertical seawall. Chen et al. (2015) investigated the forces exerted on a vertical wall located on a dike crest, including the effect of a shallow foreshore (Chen et al., 2016). Orszaghova et al. (2014) demonstrated that the results of several of these studies may be affected by the error wave generated by a first-order wave maker signal.

The question arises: can we obtain statistically meaningful results from short-duration tests, i.e. shorter than the standard recommended length of 1000 irregular waves? Romano et al. (2015) concluded from their sensitivity analysis that the record length may be reduced to 500 waves without a loss of accuracy. Building on this work, can isolated large wave overtopping or force events be related more directly to the extremes within a given sea state? A design approach involving short-duration focused wave group model tests could complement existing long-duration irregular wave methods yielding potential benefits such as: increased repeatability, assessment of model effect and the possibility of enhanced measurement resolution for the large wave interactions. Consequently, detailed examinations of conditions leading to large responses would be possible.

In offshore engineering, Tromans et al. (1991) introduced a compact focused wave group referred to as NewWave for design purposes (see Whittaker et al., 2017 for a detailed description.
of this design wave in a coastal context). NewWave theory relates the expected shape of a large wave in a (linear) sea state to the bulk properties of the sea state, based on the rigorous statistical analysis of extremes for linear, Gaussian processes by Lindgren (1970). Where survivability of structures subject to extreme events plays a significant role in design, the NewWave approach provides an attractive alternative to either long irregular wave or regular wave design methods. In particular, an extreme response within a specified period of irregular wave incidence could be accurately reproduced with a short duration test (Jonathan and Taylor, 1997).

NewWave focused wave groups are increasingly being studied in a coastal engineering context, e.g., in examining runup and flow kinematics at plane beaches (Borthwick et al., 2006; Whittaker et al., 2017), and are being utilised as tools in coastal response investigations, e.g., physical experiments on wave overtopping of seawalls by Hunt (2003); Hunt-Raby et al. (2011); Hofland et al. (2014). Whittaker et al. (2016) have recently demonstrated the validity of NewWave as a model for pre-breaking waves in relatively shallow-water conditions, suggesting that extreme coastal responses within a given sea state might be reproduced using a single extreme incident wave group. Following similar reasoning, the ‘NewForce’ model has been recently proposed to capture the shapes of extreme wave forces on monopiles, Schleer et al. (2017). Therefore, a clear scope exists for possible application of this NewWave design approach within coastal design procedures.

In this paper, we examine the overtopping responses and non-impulsive or pulsating wave loads on an idealised gently sloped seawall (or dike) situated on a plane beach, subject to incident NewWave-type focused wave groups. Response sensitivity to the (linear) focused wave group envelope amplitude, linear focus location, and phase angle of the wave group at focus are examined. Parametric optimisation is achieved by varying the focus location and phase at focus for a given wave group envelope amplitude. That is, the same energy is propagated through the flume, but where and how the waves focus are varied. Typically, maximum overtopping occurs for focus locations in the vicinity of the seawall. However, a large variation in overtopping volume is observed depending on the phase of the waves at focus (e.g., as a crest or trough) for prescribed incident wave energy. The variability in wave overtopping results as a function

---

1 The responses of overtopping and forces are optimised in the sense that for a given wave group input with adjustable parameters it is the result when the output is maximum. However, we acknowledge that the maximum response is unlikely to be desirable from a coastal engineer’s perspective (although it is what they would get for a given combination of parameters).
of seeding number (i.e. wave phasing) has been investigated in numerical studies by McCabe et al. (2013) and Williams et al. (2014) and in experimental studies by Romano et al. (2015). The present study extends these results by explicitly considering the phase of a compact focused wave group.

Section 2 provides full details of the seawall and associated measurement instruments. Parametric optimisation, described in Section 3, is conducted using both physical and numerical wave flumes. Section 4 presents an overview of the OXBOU model (Orszaghova et al., 2012), and a validation case study from the present set of laboratory tests. Section 5 provides comparisons of the experimental measurements and numerical predictions of total overtopping volumes for each wave group. A comparison of numerically predicted maximum individual and group overtopping volumes is presented in Section 5.3. We also seek to extract horizontal wave load information from the numerical model output, and compare the results with laboratory measurements of the horizontal load cell installed in the model seawall. Section 6 compares the numerical prediction with experimental measurement of the maximum horizontal (non-impulsive) forces on the seawall.

2. Experimental method

2.1. Physical laboratory setup

The physical experiments were conducted in a wave flume of 35 m length, 0.6 m width, and 0.5 m still water depth at the wavemaker, located in the COAST (Coastal, Ocean and Sediment...
Figure 2: Displacement time-histories for EDL piston-type wavemaker (red), ideal piston wavemaker with full second-order correction (black) and partial second-order correction (grey, dashed) for a NewWave focused wave group.

Transport) Laboratory, Plymouth University (UK). Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. A model seawall with a 1 : 2.18 (vertical:horizontal) front face and horizontal seawall crest length of 0.3 m was constructed on a 1 : 20 plane beach, with the beach toe 15.17 m from the wavemaker and the seawall toe 8.125 m horizontally from the beach toe, giving a local still water depth of 0.09375 m at the seawall toe and a freeboard of 0.117 m at the flat top of the seawall. The seawall and beach geometry follows that used in the wave basin experiments of Hunt-Raby et al. (2011), although the distance between the wavemaker and the beach toe was different. The beach was constructed as a steel box section frame, overlaid with 12 mm polypropylene sheets and supported at regular intervals by stainless steel channels bolted to fixing points in the flume sidewalls. Box sections used in the frame construction ensured that the beach remained rigid under wave attack, and the polypropylene panels were fixed at their edges and centres to limit their flexure during experiments. Due to its more complicated geometry, the seawall frame comprised 15 mm acrylic webs instead of stainless steel box sections. The seawall panels were also constructed from 15 mm acrylic.

Incident waves were generated using an EDL (Edinburgh Designs Ltd.) double-element piston-type wavemaker. Focused wave groups are by definition compact, and so absorption of waves reflected by the seawall was not as important as would be the case in long-duration irregular wave tests. The wavemaker was operated under (indirect) displacement control mode only, where the paddle displacements were calculated by applying a transfer function to a target free surface elevation time series at a given location.

The use of a linear paddle signal in a physical experiment causes the generation of predom-
inantly sum and difference frequency error waves at second order according to Schäffer (1996). Such error waves propagate from the wavemaker at different characteristic speeds, the long wave faster than the main wave group and high frequency error waves more slowly. How well separated the error waves are from the main wave group depends on the distance downstream from the paddle. Orszaghova et al. (2014) demonstrated that difference frequency waves artificially increase the runup and overtopping by focused wave groups. By implication, runup and overtopping measurements from irregular wave experiments using linear paddle signals may be overly conservative. The theory of Schäffer (1996) provides correction signals for removal of error waves for an idealised piston wavemaker, which facilitated removal of approximately 60% of the sub-harmonic error wave in the experiments of Whittaker et al. (2017). The imperfect removal of the error wave was caused by the lack of direct displacement control of the EDL wavemaker, the low-frequency limit of the wavemaker, and the difference between experimental and idealised piston wavemaker transfer functions. The partial second-order correction can be roughly approximated using an idealised piston wavemaker by eliminating the lowest difference frequency component of the signal; however, differences in the linear transfer function mean the imperfect removal of the error wave in the laboratory is only approximately reproduced. Figure 2 displays the paddle displacement time-histories of the EDL wavemaker (partially corrected to second-order) and the idealised wavemaker with full and partial second-order correction. Hence, the overtopping volumes measured in the physical experiments are expected to be larger than the model predictions. However, the advantage of the physical experiments is that these include the full problem physics (at laboratory scales), so should provide a more accurate model of wave-structure interaction at full scale.

A low-profile load cell measured the horizontal forces exerted by the focused wave groups on the central 300 mm of the front face of the seawall from its intersection with the beach to the horizontal crest (referred to as the ‘horizontal load cell’ in the remainder of this paper). An instrumented receptacle provided measurements of the overtopped volume for the same central 300 mm section of the flume.

Free surface elevations were measured using standard resistance-type gauges along the length of the flume; several gauges were also embedded in the seawall crest to measure the elevation of the overtopping flow. Due to their relatively close spacing (0.15 m), gauges on the crest of the seawall were offset in the lateral direction to avoid interference between the gauge measurements. Moreover, the inevitable lateral variability in the breaking process, subsequent bore runup and overtopping flow caused a reduction in the repeatability of gauge measurements at the seawall.
crest compared to measurements further offshore (see Hofland et al., 2015, for a discussion of laboratory methods for runup and overtopping experiments).

2.2. Measurement of overtopping volumes

In this study, group overtopping was captured within an instrumented receptacle, of length 0.5 m and width 0.3 m, containing a load cell (referred to as the ‘overtopping receptacle load cell’ to avoid confusion with the horizontal load cell used to measure the forces exerted on the seawall). Overtopping receptacle load cell measurements at the start and end of each experiment were used to calculate the overtopped volume of the focused wave group.

2.3. Measurement of horizontal forces exerted on the front face of the seawall

Horizontal seawall forces were measured using a horizontal load cell which resisted the motion of a panel covering the central 300 mm portion of the front face of the seawall. Although the edges of this panel were sealed, after in situ calibration the horizontal load cell exhibited a linear response over the range of forces experienced during the experiments. The calibration, conducted in both wet and dry conditions, was achieved by hanging known masses from a pulley behind the seawall.

The seawall was wet-backed in the physical experiments, such that reflected waves from the end of the flume beyond the seawall would exert horizontal forces on the seawall. However, the wave groups tested were sufficiently compact that force signals from incident and reflected wave groups were well separated in time. The maximum (positive) horizontal force exerted on the seawall was selected for parametric optimisation because of its importance in seawall design and safety.

3. Parametric optimisation with NewWave focused wave groups

3.1. NewWave focused wave group

A focused wave group represented by linear theory comprises wave components with specified frequencies, amplitudes, and phases which coincide at a particular location and time to produce a large wave event. Where frequency dispersion is the dominant physical mechanism determining wave kinematics and dynamics, high-frequency and low-frequency components of the wave group will have very different individual velocities. Therefore, away from focus the wave group energy will be significantly dispersed, and the energy will be strongly localised, in both time and space, only around the focus event.
The NewWave focused wave group, based on a probabilistic analysis of the shape of a maximum in a linear, Gaussian process (Lindgren, 1970), describes the most probable shape of a large wave in a given sea state (Boccotti, 1983). Lindgren (1970) showed that the shape of a large event (wave) comprises both deterministic and random components, with the deterministic component dominating for events large relative to the underlying process (sea state). This deterministic component, the NewWave profile, is simply the scaled autocorrelation function, i.e. the Fourier transform of the energy density spectrum for the underlying sea state, and so the amplitude components are proportional to $S_{\eta\eta}(\omega) \cos \omega t \Delta \omega$ where $S_{\eta\eta}$ is the power spectral density, $\omega$ is angular frequency, and $t$ is time. Therefore, a NewWave-type focused wave group comprising $N$ infinitesimal wave components is given by

$$\eta(x, t) = \frac{A}{\sigma^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} S_{\eta\eta}(\omega_i) \cos(k_i(x - x_f) - \omega_i(t - t_f) + \phi) \Delta \omega,$$  

(1)

where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the sea state (with an associated variance $\sigma^2 = \sum S_{\eta\eta}(\omega_i) \Delta \omega$ in this discretised form) and $k_i$ is the wavenumber of the $i$-th wave component with angular frequency $\omega_i$, which are related by the familiar linear dispersion relation $\omega^2 = gk \tanh kh$ (where $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity and $h$ is the water depth), and $x$ is the horizontal distance. All wave components come into phase at the focus location $x_f$ and focus time $t_f$ to yield a large wave event with a linear focus (envelope) amplitude $A$. We allow the full range of focusing behaviours to occur by introducing the parameter $\phi$ referred to as the phase angle of the group at focus. For example, crest-focused waves correspond to a zero phase at focus $\phi = 0$ whereas trough-focused waves correspond to $\phi = \pi$.

NewWave theory was originally developed for offshore applications (Tromans et al., 1991) and first validated in deep water (Jonathan and Taylor, 1997) and thereafter in intermediate depths (e.g. Taylor and Williams, 2004; Santo et al., 2013). Recently, Whittaker et al. (2016) demonstrated that the range of validity of NewWave theory extends into shallow water by comparison with buoy data recorded during two severe storms in January 2014 at two coastal locations in the south-west of the UK, at depths $h$ of 10 m and 15 m (with corresponding $kh$ values of approximately 0.5). This implies that linear frequency dispersion remains the dominant mechanism driving the statistics of wave elevation outside the main breaker line despite the increasing importance of nonlinear and local bathymetric effects.
3.2. Focused wave parameter space

The effect is now examined of variations in the linear focused wave and envelope amplitude $A$, linear focus location $x_f$, and phase angle of the group at focus $\phi$ on total overtopping volumes and maximum horizontal bulk forces on a seawall. Table 1 lists the parameter space for the overtopping and force tests. The seawall is positioned on an impermeable plane beach of 1:20 slope, near the still water shoreline, in water of constant depth 0.5 m offshore of the beach. We consider three different linearly-focused wave amplitudes, five focus locations inshore of the beach toe, and 12 phase angles with increments of $30^\circ$. An amplitude $A = 0.057$ m was taken to be the minimum value for which substantial overtopping would occur throughout the parameter space based on preliminary laboratory tests. The magnitude of the desired second-order paddle stroke was found to exceed that possible with the particular wave paddle available for linear focus amplitudes above 0.114 m.

Focus locations were varied from the beach toe to more than 5 m beyond the seawall encompassing a total range of 15 m. The theoretical focus location controls dispersion of the wave group as it shoals and breaks during propagation up the beach slope. Intuitively, a focus location in the vicinity of the seawall (or still water shoreline) should mean the focused wave group energy arrives in a compact form at the shore leading to large coastal responses. A focus location offshore of the beach toe would allow defocusing or dispersion of the propagating wave group before it reaches the seawall. Similarly, the components of a wave group with a focus location far beyond the still water shoreline will not focus through linear superposition and the total wave group energy will arrive at the seawall in a dispersed form although shoaling effects may induce nonlinear focusing near the seawall. The range of focus locations given in Table 1 was considered to be sufficiently wide to capture the most extreme responses.

The phase angle at focus $\phi$ provides a means to control the nature of the wave at focus (e.g. crest, trough or otherwise) and the relative position and size of the individual waves within

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Experimental values</th>
<th>Numerical values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$ (m)</td>
<td>0.057, 0.0855, 0.114</td>
<td>0.057, 0.0855, 0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_f$ (m) relative to beach toe</td>
<td>0, 5, 10, 12.5, 15</td>
<td>0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relative to seawall toe</td>
<td>-8.12, -3.12, 1.88, 4.38, 6.88</td>
<td>-8.12, -5.62, -3.12, -0.62, ..., 6.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$ (degrees)</td>
<td>30, 60..., 330, 360</td>
<td>15, 30, 45..., 345, 360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Focused wave amplitudes, focus locations and phases at focus considered for the force/overtopping laboratory tests and numerical simulations.
the same wave group envelope. Such phase information is seldom if ever included in empirical relationships used for predicting bulk overtopping volumes during irregular wave incidence, where its importance may be diluted owing to the random nature of the field. However for a single extreme event, phase may play a key role in response optimisation (Whittaker et al., 2017).

4. Wave overtopping and horizontal forces within the OXBOU model

Seawall overtopping in the laboratory wave flume is numerically modelled using a 1DH hybrid Boussinesq-nonlinear shallow water model. A comprehensive description of the model and extensive validation studies for a variety of runup and overtopping scenarios is presented by Orszaghova (2011) and Orszaghova et al. (2012). A brief overview is provided below. It should be noted that generation of the focused wave group was implemented numerically using a full second-order correction of the linear paddle signal whereas it was possible to achieve only partial second-order correction with the laboratory wavemaker.

The numerical wave flume, referred to as OXBOU, models pre-breaking and post-breaking free-surface flows, with occurrence of breaking and the associated breaking location determined by a criterion based on local free-surface slope. Weakly nonlinear, weakly dispersive Boussinesq equations with improved dispersion properties (Madsen et al., 1991; Madsen and Sørensen, 1992) are employed to model the smoothly varying non-breaking waves. Breaking is triggered when a critical free-surface slope is exceeded. Broken waves are modelled as bores using the nonlinear shallow water (NLSW) equations. Wave breaking is modelled by ramping the frequency dispersion terms in the Boussinesq-type equations down to zero over a quarter of a wavelength offshore of the designated breaking wave. The breaking location, which determines where the equations (gradually) switch from Boussinesq to NLSW, is recalculated at every time-step allowing the breaking waves to be tracked inshore; the Boussinesq equations can then be re-established at the original break point prior to the onset of further breaking.

The hybrid model incorporates a moving boundary piston wavemaker which replicates piston paddle wave generation in physical wave flumes. The implementation of a local bed modification approach in the wetting and drying treatment in the Godunov-type finite volume scheme, detailed elsewhere by Liang and Borthwick (2009), prevents spurious flow features at the wet-dry interface. Such a treatment allows for separation of the water mass into disjoint bodies of water which can evolve independently as might occur in an overtopping event. Thus, the finite volume solution scheme provides a robust method for simulating overtopping flows and can also be utilised for simulating dam-break or dike-failure scenarios. Simultaneous calculation of the solution inshore
and offshore of the overtopped structure is obtained directly with the model. The overtopping volume (per unit width) is obtained by simple numerical integration: the water depth in each cell is multiplied by the corresponding cell length and summed over all cells inshore of the seawall crest.

4.1. Calculation of horizontal forces

In the hybrid model any moderate-to-large waves incident on the seawall will have broken before arrival at the front seawall slope so that NLSW equations will describe the overtopping interaction. Within a standard shallow water equation description, the vertical acceleration of the fluid is neglected, the pressure is purely hydrostatic, and so forces computed by integrating the pressure will have no hydrodynamic contribution. Therefore, an integral pressure force approach in the NLSW can only account for hydrostatic loads. Herein we determine the global horizontal load on the seawall using an approach based on the horizontal momentum flux $\rho q$ and fluid impulse arguments that inherently accounts for the hydrodynamic effect. Here the horizontal fluid impulse $I$ of a wave group flow field in a 1DH domain of infinite extent is the integral of the momentum flux over the entire domain, i.e.

$$I = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \rho q \, dx.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In such a 1-D flow, the momentum, impulse, and force quantities are all per unit width. Therefore, the force exerted by the fluid on the wetted portion of the domain is given by

$$F = \frac{dI}{dt} = \frac{d}{dt} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \rho q \, dx.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Time derivatives of $q$ are computed as part of the time integration procedure in the shallow water model and so the instantaneous horizontal force exerted by the fluid on the shallow water flume domain $D$ is computed at each time step in the model from

$$F = \rho \int_{D} \frac{dq}{dt} \, dx,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

using numerical integration. Equation (4) provides the force on the entire wetted domain and not just on the seawall. In order to determine accurately the force on the seawall (within the constraints of the shallow water flow model), it is necessary to subtract the force on a domain in the absence of the seawall. More precisely, we seek the force on the front face of the seawall, while neglecting any sloshing occurring in the catchment region beyond the seawall. Therefore, it is necessary to compute the forces in two shallow wave flumes, one with an extended seawall and
Figure 3: Extended seawall and beach geometries used in calculation of seawall force.

The other with an extended beach. Figure 3 illustrates the extended geometries. In both cases, the horizontal end zones are implemented with zero friction and an open boundary condition is imposed at the right hand boundary of the domain to prevent flow reflection occurring. The horizontal force imparted to the seawall front by a prescribed wave group is then given by

$$F_{\text{seawall}} = -\rho \left( \int_{D} dq \, dx - \int_{D_B} dq_B \, dx \right),$$

where $q$ is the velocity flux and $D$ is the domain in the extended seawall interaction, and $q_B$ is the velocity flux and $D_B$ the domain in the extended beach interaction, with identical paddle driving signals in each case.

Forces calculated using the fluid impulse method are validated by comparison with the horizontal load cell measurements. For the purposes of verification, the wave load on the seawall resulting from perturbations in the purely hydrostatic pressure is also computed and compared to the forces obtained using the fluid impulse method described above. The hydrostatic load is calculated by integrating the perturbed hydrostatic pressure $\rho g \zeta$ from the seawall toe to the wave runup location on the seawall at every time step, i.e.

$$F_H = \left( \int_{D_{W,SW}} \rho g \zeta \, dx \right) \tan \alpha,$$

where $D_{W,SW}$ denotes the time-varying wetted seawall domain and $\zeta = h(x, t) - h_{SW}(x)$ where $h$ and $h_{SW}$ are the instantaneous water depth and still water depth, respectively. In order to obtain the horizontal component we simply multiply by the seawall slope, $\tan \alpha = 1/2.18$. 
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4.2. Validation of numerical model

The numerical model utilises two tunable parameters which can significantly influence the flow in the shallow water region of the domain: the threshold free-surface slope (which triggers breaking when exceeded) and the quadratic bed friction coefficient. Whittaker et al. (2017) previously calibrated these parameters based on runup measurements from the COAST flume (described in Section 2.1) for the same beach geometry in the absence of the seawall. They found that a threshold wave surface slope limit of 0.4 and a bed friction coefficient of $C_f = 0.010$ (where the bed friction source term in the momentum flux equation is $\tau_b = \rho C_f u |u|$ for a horizontal velocity $u$) gave the best agreement between numerical predictions and laboratory measurements. These values are utilised in the seawall overtopping simulations that follow.

Figure 4: Free-surface elevations at ten wave gauges as far as the seawall toe (see Figure 1 for gauge locations) of a focused wave group producing large overtopping volumes; measured (red) and OXBOU predicted (black).
Figure 5: Free-surface elevation time-histories by seawall gauges 1 and 2 (corresponding to wave gauges 11 and 12 in Figure 1), located at the most seaward and central points on the seawall crest; laboratory measurements (red, blue) and OXBOU predictions (black). $A = 0.0855$ m, $x_f = 5.0$ m relative to the beach toe, $\phi = 180^\circ$.

Model validation is achieved by comparing the predicted and measured free-surface elevation time series at different locations along the flume and overtopping volumes for a single focused wave group overtopping test. This particular focused wave group, of linear focus amplitude $A = 0.0855$ m, focus location relative to the beach toe $x_f = 5.0$ m, and phase at focus $\phi = 180^\circ$, was chosen because it produces a large overtopping event. Figure 4 shows the excellent agreement between the predicted and measured free-surface elevations at the ten wave gauges located between the wavemaker and the seawall toe. Slight under-prediction of the wave crest amplitudes is however evident, particularly from gauge 6 to gauge 8 where the waves shoal on the beach, and the predicted troughs of the waves at the centre of the group appear lower than measured at gauges 7 and 8. The discrepancies are attributed to the weakly nonlinear nature of the Madsen and Sørensen Boussinesq equations and to the partial correction of the second-order error wave by the laboratory wavemaker.

A pair of wave gauges measured bores that ran up the face of the seawall and overtopped the seawall crest. The first gauge was located at the seaward edge of the crest and the second at the mid-point of the crest; these gauges are shown in Figure 1. Figure 5 compares OXBOU predictions of the overtopping bore elevations on the seawall against those from these two gauges.
Figure 6: Overtopping volumes per unit width measured by the overtopping receptacle load cell (red) and predicted by OXBOU (black). The total volume measured by the overtopping receptacle load cell is shown by the dashed red line. $A = 0.0855 \text{ m}$, $x_f = 5.0 \text{ m}$ relative to the beach toe, $\phi = 180^\circ$.

The numerical predictions and laboratory measurements exhibit close agreement for the first, largest peak at time $t \sim 34 \text{ s}$ (confirming experimental repeatability and validating the numerical model) but significant discrepancies are evident between the repeat experimental data for the second largest peak at time $t \sim 38 \text{ s}$. Such discrepancies between the repeat test measurements can be attributed to the physics of the broken waves travelling on aerated and fully turbulent bores.

Figure 6 displays predicted and measured overtopping volume time histories. Sloshing by overtopped water within the receptacle and its natural motion resulted in oscillations in the volume measurements about the total overtopped volume after water entry in the receptacle. Agreement between the numerical and physical overtopping volume time histories is satisfactory, with a 7% difference in final volume. A probable cause of this discrepancy is the imperfect removal of low frequency error waves in the laboratory tests.

Figure 7 shows the horizontal force time histories obtained for the same focused wave group ($A = 0.0855 \text{ m}$, $x_f = 5.0 \text{ m}$ relative to beach toe, $\phi = 180^\circ$) as considered previously. All forces (and pressures, volumes etc.) obtained from the 1-D shallow water model are per unit width and so the horizontal load cell measurements were divided by the width of the force panel. Figure 7 illustrates the extent of the agreement between the numerical predictions and laboratory measurements of the horizontal force per unit width. The alignment in time of the predicted and measured maxima is excellent for both hydrostatic pressure and fluid impulse derived forces.
Figure 7: Horizontal force per unit width measured by the horizontal load cell (red) and predicted numerically by OXBOU using the total force impulse and hydrostatic (solid black) and hydrostatic pressure alone (dashed black) methods for partial second-order corrected wave generation in OXBOU. \( A = 0.0855 \, \text{m}, \, x_f = 5.0 \, \text{m} \) relative to the beach toe, \( \phi = 180^\circ \).

Satisfactory agreement is achieved regarding the magnitude of the horizontal force oscillations. However, the OXBOU predictions yield a noticeably larger global maximum than measured. This may be attributed to bearing effects at the end of the seawall, the sealant around the force panel, the wet-backed nature of the seawall or to the limitations of the numerical model in simulating a complicated physical event. The load cell measurements can be affected also by the (possible) high stiffness of the load cell itself, compared to the order of magnitude of the expected forces. Figure 7 also shows how the hydrostatic pressure integral over the wetted seawall can provide an excellent approximation to the fluid impulse method – which includes hydrodynamic terms within the limitations of the shallow water model – for (partially corrected) second-order focused wave groups. Similar agreement between the impulse-based and hydrostatic pressure force predictions was observed for several other focused wave group realisations. Therefore, we can conclude that the purely hydrostatic pressure integration method provides a good approximation to the total wave load for pulsating wave loads with low wave impact velocities and, based on the shallow water model fluid impulse computation, hydrodynamic contributions to the horizontal force are relatively small.
5. Overtopping volumes

5.1. Total overtopping volumes

We first conduct a thorough analysis of the laboratory measurements and numerical predictions of the total overtopping volumes for each incident focused wave group. Wave-by-wave overtopping volumes within each focused wave group are subsequently considered solely using numerical model predictions. For most practical purposes (e.g. when measuring overtopping during long periods of irregular wave incidence), the total overtopping volume for a compact group of waves is a sufficiently localised measurement (in time). Figure 8 illustrates the parametric dependence of total overtopping volume on focus location and phase for NewWave focused wave groups of three different linear focus amplitudes. Both numerical and experimental total overtopping volumes are plotted using the same colour scale. Although this slightly obscures the response trends for the (smaller) numerical predictions, this consistent treatment highlights differences in predicted and measured overtopping volumes over the entire parameter space. The bands of large and small total overtopping discharges are emphasised by extending the range of phase angles at focus from $(0^\circ, 360^\circ)$ to $(-360^\circ, 360^\circ)$. The wave form is periodic with period $2\pi$ with respect to $\phi$ and so extending the contour plot is simply a matter of duplicating the overtopping results for $\phi \in (0^\circ, 360^\circ)$ to $\phi \in (-360^\circ, 0^\circ)$. Focus locations are defined relative to the beach toe in this and all subsequent parametric plots. Here, the seawall toe is located at a focus location 8.125 m and the still water shoreline in the absence of the wall corresponds to 10 m. Locations of the seawall toe and the start of the seawall crest are indicated with white lines in Figure 8. For each linear focus wave amplitude considered in the parametric optimisation, the bands or ‘stripes’ of optimal total overtopping volumes are broadly similar in character. Maximum total overtopping volumes are induced by compact wave groups focusing in a region 5 m either side of the centre of the seawall, i.e. $x_f \in (3.7 \text{ m}, 13.7 \text{ m})$, for the two largest focus wave amplitudes. For the smallest focus wave amplitude ($A = 0.057 \text{ m}$), the band of optimal overtopping responses is more diffuse than those associated with the larger amplitudes and appears largest in the region offshore of the seawall toe ($x_f \geq 8.125 \text{ m}$). The total overtopping volume strongly depends on the phase angle of the wave group at focus. For the intermediate amplitude, $A = 0.0855 \text{ m}$, it is predicted that a crest-focused wave group ($\phi = 0^\circ$) focusing 10 m from the beach toe would produce approximately 9 l/m of overtopping volume in total. However, a trough-focused wave group ($\phi = 180^\circ$) focused at the same point produces only 2 l/m of overtopping volume in total, less than a quarter of the previous (maximum) overtopping volume. Many empirical formulae
for predicting overtopping discharges and volumes only incorporate spectral parameters such as
significant wave height or peak period. At first sight this appears intuitively reasonable because
crest- and trough-focused wave groups (or a wave group with any arbitrary phase) have the
same wave envelope, and so the same concentration of energy arrives at the seawall regardless
of phase. However, the parametric dependence of total overtopping volume given by Figure 8
indicates that the phase of the waves is of crucial importance at least for focused wave groups.
Although such phase dependence is likely to hold for large individual overtopping events under
irregular wave attack, this was not considered in the current study.

Figure 8 also confirms that maximum total overtopping volume increases monotonically with
linear focused wave group amplitude. On the other hand, the minimum total overtopping
volume for each parameter exhibits more nuanced, counter-intuitive behaviour (due to some
waves within the group not overtopping at all). In fact, the minimum total overtopping volume
decreases as the incident focused wave amplitude increases! The minimum total overtopping
volumes over the \((x_f, \phi)\) parameter space for the focused wave groups of linear amplitudes
\(A = (0.057 \text{ m}, 0.0855 \text{ m}, 0.114 \text{ m})\) were 1.85 l/m, 1.83 l/m, and 0.47 l/m, respectively. Simi-
larly, the numerically predicted minimum overtopping volumes were calculated to be 1.28 l/m,
0.44 l/m and 0.31 l/m for the three increasing linear focus amplitudes. This somewhat compli-
cated behaviour appears to be caused by the increased reflections from the steeper (compared
to the beach) seawall slope. Large total overtopping volumes contain a significant contribution
from the first wave in the group, according to numerical predictions, because this is unaffected by
reflections. All subsequent waves suffer interference from reflected waves. Therefore, if the first
wave achieves overtopping then subsequent waves are also more likely to overtop. However, if the
first wave does not quite overtop the seawall then after strong reflection it may cause subsequent
incoming waves to break prematurely, leading to significant net energy loss and reduction in
total overtopping volume. The focused wave group conditions leading to large and small total
overtopping volumes are examined in greater detail in Section 5.2.

Numerical predictions were made of the total overtopping volumes produced by focused wave
groups generated using linear, partially-corrected and fully-corrected second-order wavemaker
theory. The results (not shown here for brevity) are consistent with findings by Orszaghova
et al. [2014] that focused wave groups generated using linear theory produce larger overtop-
pling volumes than those generated using second-order theory. Furthermore, the over-estimation
obtained from linear generation increases for larger linear wave amplitudes because the spuri-
ous second-order difference frequency wave generated at the paddle increases quadratically with
Figure 8: Total overtopping volumes generated by incident focused wave groups with varying amplitude, focus location, and phase at focus. The white lines indicate the location of the seawall toe (leftmost) and the start of the seawall crest (rightmost).
linear wave amplitude. For a linear focus wave group of amplitude $A = 0.114$ m, the parametrically optimised values of total overtopping volume per unit width obtained using linear, partial second-order corrected and full second-order corrected wave generation theory (for an idealised piston paddle) are 13.4 l/m, 9.4 l/m and 8.5 l/m, respectively. An erroneous increase of 57% in overtopping volume occurs owing to spurious long wave generation. The linear wavemaker theory predictions for overtopping volumes are more comparable to the experimental measurements based on a partially-corrected second order EDL paddle motion. This suggests that either the numerical predictions systematically underestimate the overtopping volumes or that partial second-order generation implemented in the laboratory is less effective than noted by Whittaker et al. (2017). That is, partial second-order generation may reduce the amplitude of the long error wave by 60% locally (around the maximum) only; the most damaging (in terms of accuracy) portion of the long wave (the longest components) remains in the wrong place at the wrong time, leading to exaggerated estimates of the overtopping volume.

5.2. Parametrically optimised focused wave groups for maximum and minimum seawall overtopping

Numerical simulations were conducted with full second-order generation to examine focused wave group conditions that yield maximum and minimum overtopping volumes for a single linear focus amplitude ($A = 0.0855$ m). Table 2 lists the phase values which yield the maximum and minimum overtopping responses at three different focus locations. These $(x_f, \phi)$ combinations correspond to points in the bands of large (or small) overtopping volumes displayed in Figure 8, now using the full second-order corrected wavemaker signals. Note that the minimum overtopping volume predicted by the numerical model for second-order generated focused wave groups is significantly smaller than that obtained from the laboratory measurements in Section 5.1 owing to the partial implementation of the second-order correction to the laboratory wavemaker. Here, the effect of the (partially suppressed) error wave is to enhance artificially all overtoppings by the focused wave groups.

Figure 9 presents the free-surface elevation time-histories at the beach toe, 5.0 m inshore of the beach toe (referred to as mid-beach), and 0.625 m offshore of the seawall toe (7.5 m inshore of the beach toe, referred to as upper beach) for focused wave groups with $x_f$ and $\phi$ values listed in Table 2. Overtopping volume time histories are also displayed so that the overtopping responses at the seawall can be directly related to the evolution of each wave group during shoaling. Free-surface elevation and overtopping time-histories are time-shifted so that the instant of maximum
Table 2: OXBOU predictions of focus locations and phases at focus leading to the maximum/minimum overtopping volumes for focused wave groups with $A = 0.0855$ m, where focus locations are given relative to the beach toe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus location (m)</th>
<th>$V_{max}$ (l/m)</th>
<th>Phase for $V_{max}$ (°)</th>
<th>$V_{min}$ (l/m)</th>
<th>Phase for $V_{min}$ (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overlapping discharge (i.e. the instant at which the overtopping rate is greatest) coincides for all wave groups at the time origin. The optimised focused wave groups in Figure 9 exhibit striking similarity; those wave groups correspond to the band of high overtopping volumes in the contour plot in Figure 8 at focus locations $x_f = (7.5$ m, $10.0$ m, $12.5$ m). As the focused waves propagate inshore, the wave preceding the main group of three waves remains small (corresponding to the small hump that can be discerned at $t = -5.0$ s at mid-beach, and $t = -3.0$ s at the seawall toe) and causes no overtopping discharge. In all cases, all overtopping occurs upon incidence of the first wave crest in the main wave packet, i.e. the crest that passes mid-beach at approximately $t = -2.5$ s and the upper beach at $t = -1.0$ s. A slight secondary overtopping event occurs for the $x_f = 12.5$ m focused wave at $t = -2.5$ s, but is difficult to distinguish in Figure 9. The main overtopping event for this wave group is correspondingly smaller than its counterpart at focus locations 7.5 m and 10.0 m from the beach toe.

A cursory comparison between the results for wave groups (de)tuned for minimum overtopping to those for maximum overtopping reveals how the increase in amplitude of the leading wave diminishes the primary overtopping event. This primary overtopping event occurs when the largest wave crest reaches the front of the seawall. However, its magnitude is significantly reduced through interference by the reflected leading wave interaction with the seawall. From Figure 9, it appears that the overtopping wave crests (circled) at mid-beach are approximately equal in amplitude for both types of optimised wave group. However, at the seawall toe the overtopping bore height is greater for the wave group optimised for large overtopping. In the upper beach region, bore height reduction of the overtopping wave in the detuned wave group occurs because of premature breaking caused by either direct interaction with the reflected leading wave or losses associated with additional breaking due to the foregoing reflected wave. Multiple overtopping events, which contribute similar overtopping volumes to the rather small totals, occur in the ‘detuned’ overtopping time-histories shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10 compares the free-surface elevation profiles of phase-optimised wave groups for
Figure 9: Free-surface elevation time series at three beach locations and overtopping volume time histories for a focused wave group with linear focus amplitude of $A = 0.0855$ m with incident wave conditions leading to maximum (left column) and minimum (right column) total overtopping volumes. The circled wave crest at each location causes the primary overtopping event. Note the scales of the overtopping volume plot differ by a factor of 8 to improve clarity of the ‘detuned’ case.
Figure 10: Free-surface elevation profiles at the seawall at four different times for the focused wave groups with focus location $x_f = 10.0$ m and phases $\phi = -30^\circ$ (blue, upper-case ‘W’) and $\phi = 225^\circ$ (red dashed line, lower-case ‘w’), which induce very large and small overtopping volumes, respectively, for a linear focus amplitude of 0.0855 m.
large and small overtopping events at four instants as the focused wave arrives at the seawall. Both wave groups are listed in Table 2 and correspond to a linear focus amplitude $A = 0.0855$ m and focus location $x_f = 10.0$ m inshore of the beach toe. At time $t = 28.0$ s, the wave group inducing very little overtopping (green) possesses a small crest denoted $w_1$ a distance of 6 m inshore of the beach toe, followed by a much larger crest ($w_2$) 3 m inshore of the beach toe. $w_1$ runs up the seawall at $t = 29.75$ s and almost overtops the crest of the seawall before $w_1$ runs down the seawall and reflects offshore at $t = 30.125$ s. A small trough forms at the seawall after rundown, and coupled with the interference caused by the reflected wave, very little overtopping occurs at $t \simeq 32$ s upon arrival of $w_2$. Additional overtopping occurs as the wave crest located 6 m inshore of the beach toe in the last snapshot (also incorporating some reflected wave contributions) is incident on the seawall. In contrast, the wave group locally optimised for large overtopping suffers negligible reflection interference because of the small leading crest incident on the seawall at $t = 28.0$ s. Significant overtopping occurs as $W_1$ is incident on the seawall at $t = 30.125$ s. $W_2$ undergoes breaking just after this time and the resultant energy losses mean no additional overtopping occurs upon arrival at the seawall. For the compact focused wave group envelope considered herein the overtopping response is maximised when reflections from the leading waves are minimised. Furthermore, maximum overtopping volumes correspond to a single large overtopping event, whereas overtopping volumes due to multiple consecutive overtopping events are significantly smaller. This behaviour is evident in all overtopping experiments and simulations recorded in this study. Overtopping volumes for the wave groups tuned for minimal overtopping are an order of magnitude smaller than for the wave groups tuned for maximal overtopping — an indication of just how sensitive focused wave group total overtopping volumes are to the wave group phase angle.

5.3. Maximum individual overtopping volumes

Thus far, we have analysed the measured and predicted total overtopping volume for an incident wave group. This overtopping response is measured over similar time scales to the individual wave-by-wave overtopping response for compact focused wave groups. Therefore, it is expected that the total group overtopping volume will agree closely with the maximum individual wave overtopped volume.

In order to identify the maximum individual overtopped response from the overtopping volume time history, each overtopping contribution must be identified and separated. This can be done in a straightforward manner for the numerical predictions where no sloshing occurs and
the volume time history increases steadily with each additional wave overtopping event. In such cases, the volume contributions may be divided according to the instants when the overtopping discharge increases (as denoted by the red circles in Figure 11). In this example, three distinct overtopping events occur and the total overtopped volume (0.74 l/m) is approximately twice the maximum individual volume (0.35 l/m). Such behaviour is common for focus locations and phases that yield very small total overtopping volumes, as illustrated in Figure 9. However, a single significant overtopping event contributes most of the total overtopping volume for the focused wave groups considered herein, inducing medium-to-large overtopping volumes as shown in Figure 9. Therefore, it is unsurprising that only small differences are evident when the maximum individual overtopping volume response and total wave group overtopping volume response are compared, as shown in Figure 12.

6. Horizontal forces exerted on seawall

6.1. Parametric optimisation of horizontal forces

Figure 13 shows the numerically predicted (from fluid impulse derivatives) and experimentally measured maximum horizontal forces (per unit width) exerted by focused wave groups on the seawall for varying focus location and phase. Different colour scales are utilised for the mu-
Figure 12: Maximum overtopping volumes generated by incident focused wave groups of amplitude 0.114 m for varying focus location and phase at focus.

Numerical and experimental force contour plots for the same linear focus wave envelope amplitudes owing to the discrepancy in maximum horizontal force amplitude (as evident in Figure 7). The largest maximum horizontal force measured over the focused wave parameter space is observed to be approximately two-thirds the corresponding numerical prediction for all linear focus wave amplitudes. Nevertheless, similar bands of large and small maximum force response (represented by light and dark areas respectively) are evident in Figure 13 at all amplitudes for both the horizontal load cell measurements and the fluid impulse derivative predictions. This implies that the sensitivity of the force response to changes in focus location and phase at focus is quite similar for all focus wave amplitudes. However, interpolation of the experimental data across focus locations $x_f = 2.5$ m and $x_f = 7.5$ m based on the numerical contours appears to have artificially shaped the force contour plots in some cases. For example, the existence of (weak) areas of large response at $x_f = 2.5$ m and $x_f = 7.5$ m in the contour plots for the two largest amplitudes does not appear consistent with the behaviour at $x_f = 0$ m and $x_f = 5.0$ m where the behaviour is determined by actual laboratory measurements.

Agreement between measurements and predictions appears to be best for the intermediate amplitude focused waves ($A = 0.0855$ m). And the NLSW model might be expected to provide a good approximation to the momentum and impulse changes occurring in the flow around the seawall for gentle wave interactions where the impulsive component of the flow is small. However, reasonably similar behaviour of the maximum horizontal force over the focus wave location/phase parameter space is also evident for the largest focus wave amplitude. This suggests that the seawall experiences predominantly pulsating wave loads even when under attack by relatively large waves, owing to the beach and seawall geometries; the seawall slope is relatively gentle and,
Figure 13: Maximum horizontal forces exerted on the seawall by incident focused wave groups with varying amplitude, focus location, and phase at focus.
as noted previously, is similar to that of a dike.

Total overtopping and maximum horizontal force seawall responses have been constructed across the entire focused wave parameter space from numerical predictions and laboratory measurements as illustrated in Figures 8 and 13. Inspection of the bands of large and small responses obtained from the laboratory measurements of the overtopping and horizontal force responses reveal certain similarities: the positions of light and dark bands within the parameter space are very similar for both responses. This broadly indicates that a large overtopping event coincides with a large horizontal load on the sloped seawall. As previously noted, however, the total overtopping volumes vary to a far greater extent than the maximum horizontal loads. The similarity in response implies that the maximum horizontal force on the seawall increases as the volume of water surging up and over the seawall slope increases, at least for this particular focused wave group. This is not surprising if we consider the forces on the seawall as being largely hydrostatic (as appears to be the case from Figure 7). Large hydrostatic pressures and large overtopping volumes both require similar wave conditions; i.e. a large net displacement of water above the mean water line from the seawall toe to the crest of the seawall. Given that the first wave to overtop the seawall also provided the largest contribution to the horizontal force (see Figures 5 and 7), it seems that minimal reflection of the preceding wave is a prerequisite in maximising both the overtopped volume and the horizontal force on the seawall. Discrepancies are also evident, for the two largest focused wave envelope amplitudes at least, where the largest maximum horizontal forces (for a given phase) occur for wave groups focused farther inshore than for the total overtopping volumes. This may indicate a slight positive phase shift is required to change from the maximum overtopping volume to the maximum horizontal force at a given focus location (possibly due to the phasing of the free surface elevation relative to the horizontal velocity).

Lastly, we compare the properties of the focused wave groups tuned for largest and smallest maximum horizontal loads and total overtopping volumes based on numerical predictions for a linear focus amplitude of 0.0855 m. Table 2 provides details of the tuned and detuned overtopping focused wave group specifications considered for this amplitude. More specifically, we determine the focused wave phase angle that induces the locally maximum horizontal load at the three focus locations nearest the seawall crest (i.e. \( x_f = 7.5 \) m, \( x_f = 10.0 \) m, and \( x_f = 12.5 \) m). However, it should be noted that the globally maximum horizontal seawall force occurs farther inshore in the parametric optimisation based on the horizontal load cell measurements — the band of large horizontal force responses is observed for focus locations inshore of the seawall, that is for \( x_f \in \)
(9.0 m, 15.0 m), for the two largest focused wave group amplitudes. Such onshore focus locations may suppress breaking before the wave group arrives at the seawall, so that the waves may break (spilling) on the seawall thus inducing the largest force on the seawall. Nevertheless, the focused wave groups inducing the largest maximum horizontal load at \( x_f = 7.5 \) m, 10 m, 12.5 m are found to have phases of \( \phi = 45^\circ, 315^\circ, 225^\circ \). These largely coincide with phases yielding the largest overtopping volumes listed in Table 2 (\( \phi = 60^\circ, 270^\circ, 255^\circ \)). Wave groups yielding the smallest maximum horizontal force for the three focus locations \( x_f = 7.5 \) m, 10.0 m, 12.5 m possess similar but not identical phases (\( \phi = 255^\circ, 180^\circ, 120^\circ \)) compared to the ‘detuned’ focused wave groups with small overtopping responses listed in Table 2 (\( \phi = 255^\circ, 225^\circ, 120^\circ \)).

Whittaker et al. (2017) also tuned the group phase to induce optimal runup on the underlying plane beach geometry used in the seawall experiments (where the beach extends beyond still water level) for the same focused wave group amplitude and focus locations listed in Table 2. Their findings indicate that the same tuned wave groups will give optimal runup and overtopping for this particular seawall geometry and configuration. In summary, wave groups tuned to give large runup, overtopping, and force responses for focus locations around the still water level or seawall are almost identical for this wave group and the beach and seawall geometries.

7. Conclusions

For each overtopping interaction involving a gently-sloped (1/2.18) seawall on a 1/20 foreshore beach slope, high temporal-resolution measurements were obtained of free-surface elevation, overtopping volume, and seawall load. The scope of the laboratory parametric investigations was broadened (to include finer parameter space discretisations and alternative wavemaker theories) by application of a validated Boussinesq-shallow water model. Erroneous increases in overtopping of up to 57% caused by utilising linear paddle signals instead of second-order corrected paddle signals were predicted numerically for the largest focused wave group, consistent with the findings of Orszaghova et al. (2014). This result implies that empirical relationships based on experiments conducted using linear wave generation may be overly conservative, since the presence of error waves would have artificially increased the overtopping during these experiments. Overtopping events parametrically optimised for large and small overtopping events were investigated at a higher spatial resolution in the numerical simulations thus providing valuable insights into conditions leading to extreme responses.

Total group overtopping volumes exhibited a strong dependence on focus location, linear amplitude and phase of the group at focus. For a given linear amplitude and focus location,
changing the phase of the group at focus could lead to an order of magnitude increase in the to-
tal overtopped volume. This strong phase dependence may help explain the variation in some of
the overtopping results previously reported in the literature. The maximum overtopping volume
occurred when the size of the first overtopping bore was maximised compared to the preceding
and following non-overtopping bores. Different combinations of phase and focus location gener-
ated this large leading bore at each of the linear group amplitudes tested, resulting in ‘bands’
of optimised overtopping volume for each amplitude. Conversely, the minimum overtopping
volume was obtained by maximising the size of the preceding non-overtopping bore, because
the downrush of this bore significantly reduced the momentum of the (subsequent) overtopping
bores. Free-surface profiles obtained from the numerical simulations allowed detailed analysis
of overtopping on a wave-by-wave basis. Furthermore, numerical predictions of the overtopping
volume time-history were easily separated into wave-by-wave contributions (unlike the laboratory
measurements, which were affected by the dynamic entry of water into the overtopping recep-
tacle). Parametric dependence of the maximum individual wave overtopping volumes strongly
resembled that of the total group overtopping volume, confirming the importance of the first
overtopping wave in determining the total group overtopping. On the other hand, wave groups
inducing very small total overtopping volumes typically involved two or three overtopping events
of similar magnitude. Numerical predictions of horizontal seawall force were obtained using two
methods: fluid impulse arguments (incorporating some hydrodynamics) and integration of the
perturbed hydrostatic pressure. Within the framework of the nonlinear shallow water model, the
hydrodynamic contributions are sufficiently small that the perturbed hydrostatic pressure gives
an accurate approximation to the pulsating horizontal force on the gently sloped seawall.
For seawalls with steeper slopes, it seems likely that hydrodynamic contributions to the horizon-
tal load will increase in importance, particularly in the extreme case of breaking wave impacts.
The predicted forces exhibited good agreement with the measured forces.

The maximum horizontal force and total overtopping volume exhibited similar dependence
on the phase, focus location and amplitude of the incident focus wave group. This parametric
dependence contained clear ‘bands’ of large and small values as a function of phase and focus
location (for a given amplitude). Although these bands are slightly phase-shifted between the
two types of responses, the striking similarity between these two response types (and with the
parametric dependence of runup on a plane beach reported by Whittaker et al. [2017]) demon-
strates the versatility of the focused wave parametric optimisation approach used in this study
for a range of important coastal responses.
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Highlights

We undertake a full parametric study of focused wave group interactions with an idealised seawall on a plane beach.

Both overtopping and forces exerted on the seawall were investigated.

Laboratory and numerical wave flume analyses gave excellent agreement.

Group phase and focus location may be optimised to produce local overtopping and force maxima.

The parametric dependence of overtopping and force maxima is very similar.